History of Wearables

Major Milestones

2015

The evolution of events and ascent of wearable products

Apple
Watch

2008

The Apple Watch
has smartphone
and activity
tracking
functionality,
all in a
smart watch.

Fitbit

1975
1600

1907

Abacus

Pigeon
Camera

Dating back
to China's
Qing
dynasty,
before the
calculator
watch there
was the
abacus ring.

This wearable
camera came
in handy
during WWI,
capturing
aerial shots
behind enemy
lines.

1900

Pulsar
Calculator
Watch

models ranged
from $300
for stainless
steel and as
much as
$4000 for
solid gold.

1963

2000
1979

Sony
Modern sci-fi Walkman

Victorian's
were wearable
tech pioneers,
resulting in
a patent for
this device.

pioneer Hugo
Gernsback
envisioned
small portable
TV screens
strapped to
the face.

Nokia
introduced
the first
Bluetooth
headset
allowing
users to
take calls
“hands free”

Marketed as
a portable PC,
it told time,
calculated,
and had
a mini
keyboard.

TV Glasses

Air
Conditioned
Top Hat

Bluetooth
Headset

Seiko UC
2000
The first
“smart watch”, Wrist PC

1975

1800’s

2002

1981

First low
cost portable
music wearable,
changed how
the world listens
to music.

2004
GoPro
Camera
The company's
strap-on body
cameras
designed
to capture
on-the-go
action. The
first cameras
used 35 mm
film.

2005

The Fitbit
wristband
has been
one of the
pioneers
in the
activity
tracking
space,
allowing
users to
track steps,
calories,
distance,
and sleep.

2014
Solar
Power
Jacket
Tommy Hilfiger
released a jacket
with embedded
solar panels
which allows
users to
charge their
phone on
the go.

2010

Ringly
Ringly promises
an escape from
your phone,
alerting
wearers via
vibration and
light of important
notifications.

2015

2000

2005

2013

2015

Levis ICD+
Jacket

Nike+

Google Glass

Quell

A collaborative
effort between
Nike and Apple,
via an imbedded
shoe tracker
it worked in
tandem with
an iPod.

Essentially a
head-mounted,
glass display
smartphone,
the device
has not
really taken
off.

When strapped
to the body, Quell
recognizes the
signs of
oncoming
chronic pain
and acts to
stimulate nerves
and block pain
signals.

A conductible
fabric harness
allowed for a
mobile phone,
mp3 player,
and headphones
to be integrated
within the
jacket.

2016
Oculus
Rift
Via a
motion-sensing
headset,
headphones,
and a built-in
display, this
virtual reality
wearable lets
users step
inside of games
and other
virtual worlds.

2020

Source: Visual Capitalist, Wikipedia
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